
An exciting and fast-paced group and conference activity 
Are you looking for a unique and fun conference activity for your company? Or are you going 
to celebrate something special with good friends? No matter what, you can have a different, 
but above all fun, day together at Vallåsen Längdarena. 

Rent the entire arena 
Do you want the entire cross-country track for yourself? No problem. You can rent the entire 
length arena for one day and ride as much as you want! 

Price: SEK 300 / person (equipment is not included in the price). 
To rent the entire arena, a booking of at least 10 people is required. Contact us on 054-13 26 
00 or info@vallasen.se to book. 

Our packages 
In addition to the fact that you can rent the entire arena, we have two fixed offers that you can 
book to make the experience even better. Surely it can be nice to combine riding with 
something educational or a competition? 

Learn the basics of cross-country skiing 
Take advantage of the knowledge of the elite exerciser Mikael Kulanko and develop in the 
tracks. Here you get to learn the basics and then see if you have learned anything. We end 
with a relay, where a winning team is crowned and a prize for the best collaboration and goal 
gesture is awarded. 

Price: 3000kr. Valid for about 2 hours for up to 15 participants. Book via kuri.se/vallasen. For 
more than 15 participants, contact Mikael for a quote request. 

Basics in cross-country skiing + Lecture on the challenges of the Vasaloppet In addition to the 
basic course in cross-country skiing, you can also choose to listen to and be inspired by the 
lecturer Mikael Kulanko. He has made 117 starts and finishes in Mora and shares his tips and 
experiences here. How do his thoughts go to achieve goals? How do you set intermediate 
goals in the best way? And how does the thought pattern differ from when you go to work to 
when you leave work? This and much more will be discussed and hopefully it is you who will 
cross the finish line next time! 

Price: DKK 7,000. Applies to approximately 2 hours length course and 60 minutes lecture for 
up to 15 participants. Book via kuri.se/vallasen. For more than 15 participants, contact Mikael 
for a quote request. 

Custom event 
If you are looking for a special event in addition to the above, you can always contact us to 
see what we can come up with together. 

Welcome to Vallåsen Längdarena!


